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ABSTRACT
We study the problem of providing a sensor node with an ac-
curate estimate of the current time, from a novel prospective
which is complementary to the well–studied clock synchro-
nization problem. More precisely, we analyze the case in
which a sensor node is temporarily unable to run a clock
synchronization protocol due to low–energy, or intermittent
connectivity, or process failures, but still requires an accu-
rate estimate of the time. We propose and analyze two effi-
cient clock reading methods, one deterministic and the other
probabilistic, which are designed to work in synergy with
clock synchronization protocols to provide a better time es-
timate. Our deterministic method achieves a better accu-
racy by exploiting the sign of the global deviation of the
hardware clock from the reference time, and can be applied
to reduce the frequency of the periodic clock adjustments
by a factor 2, while maintaining the same time uncertainty.
The second method based on time series forecasting, is more
flexible than the previous one since it is independent of the
frequency at which clock synchronization occur.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
G.3 [Probability and statistic]: Time series analysis; C.4
[Performance of systems]: Measurement techniques; C.2.1
[Network Architecture and Design]: Wireless commu-
nication.

General Terms
Algorithms, Performance, Measurement.

Keywords
Time estimation, clock drift rate, clock synchronization, time
series forecasting, resource efficiency.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As in any distributed computer system, the computation

of an accurate estimate of the reference time is an impor-
tant issue in wireless sensor networks (WSN). For instance,
it plays a crucial role in data integration and sensor reading
fusion. In fact, the lack of synchronization among sensor
clocks can result in inaccurate time–stamping due to the
different clock drift, and can lead to falsely reorder events
or even reverse them, thus affecting data correctness. Time
synchronization is relevant also for TDMA medium access
scheduling for low–energy radio operation. In fact, since
listening and transmitting are both energy–expensive op-
erations in a low–power radio, a common technique is to
turn the radio off, waking up only briefly to exchange short
messages before going back to sleep [26]. Time synchro-
nization plays a crucial role in other WSN settings, such
as object tracking, duplicate detection and in distributed
beam–forming. These applications motivate the increasing
attention to the clock synchronization problem in WSN in
the last few years, and the numerous protocols that have
been proposed such as [10, 11, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13]. In
fact, as pointed out by Elson et al. [1], WSN show some
unique characteristic that makes hard the application of
well–known clock synchronization protocols such as NTP
[22]. Time synchronization service in WSN has to meet
challenges which are substantially different from those in
infrastructure–based networks. For instance, as each sensor
has a finite battery source and communication is expensive
in terms of energy, an important issue of WSN is energy effi-
ciency. In addition, WSN show a higher failure probability
over the time than in traditional networks due to battery
depletion or destruction of the sensors, and changes in the
environment can dramatically affect radio propagation caus-
ing frequent network topology changes and network parti-
tions. Moreover, at high densities WSN become much more
likely to suffer communication failures due to contention for
their shared communication medium. These elements lead
to strong energy–efficiency, self–configuration and robust-
ness requirements. In the last few years several clock syn-
chronization protocols for WSN have been proposed based
on different approaches, such as the Reference Broadcast
Synchronization (RBS) proposed by Elson et al. [10], or hi-
erarchical approaches [13], or interval–based [8, 9], or proba-
bilistic approaches for energy efficiency [7]. However, despite
their diversity, these proposals share a common viewpoint:
they provide an accurate time estimate by means of periodic



synchronization performed by each sensor node and based
on messages exchanged with its neighbor nodes. Clearly,
each clock adjustment is energy–consuming since it involves
transmitting messages and listening, besides the computa-
tional cost. Therefore, reducing the frequency of periodic
clock synchronization would result in a noticeable energy
saving, and in a natural extension of the network lifetime.
In addition, for the reasons previously discussed, there are
cases in which a sensor node is temporarily unable to syn-
chronize its clock to its neighbors’s due to process failures,
or intermittent connectivity, or topological changes in the
network, or temporary obstructions [6] (i.e. environmental
sensors, or sensors thrown by a plane). Notice that these
situations are related to the intrinsic nature of the WSN,
and therefore should be taken into consideration as well.
Therefore, it is also important to study the time accuracy
of a sensor clock in case of complete temporary isolation of
the sensor. The problem of improving the clock accuracy
between synchronization has not been taken into consider-
ation by previous works on WSN. This paper provides the
first answer to the question: ”what time accuracy can be
provided in case of node isolation or low–energy?”
Our contributions Our first contribution consists in point-
ing out an unexplored aspect of the time synchronization
problem in WSN. We tackle the problem of providing an
accurate approximation of the reference time from a novel
prospective which is complementary to the view analyzed by
previous works focusing on clock synchronization, and that
consists in improving the accuracy of a clock between syn-
chronization. In fact, all previous works take into account a
maximum error growth ρ̂∆t between synchronization, with
ρ̂ maximum hardware drift rate and ∆t time elapsed since
the last synchronization.

We propose two methods: a deterministic clock reading
method called DCR, and a probabilistic one called PCR,
that provides a probabilistically accurate time estimate with
constant time uncertainty (error bound). Our DCR method
improves in the vast majority of cases, the clock accuracy
between synchronization by exploiting the sign of the devia-
tion of the hardware clock from the real time at a given point
in time. Despite the broad literature on clock synchroniza-
tion related to the hardware drift rate [22, 20, 16, 19], this
represents a novel approach. We introduce a new metric,
called cumulative hardware drift rate, that provides, in con-
trast with the traditional drift rate, global information on
the clock behavior. It measures the clock deviation from the
reference time accumulated since its initial time. Our DCR
method is general, and can be applied to WSN to reduce by
a factor 2 the frequency of the clock synchronization while
maintaining the same time uncertainty, with noticeable en-
ergy saving and enhancement of the network bandwidth. It
can also be applied to improve the time accuracy by re-
ducing the maximum error by a factor 2. Our probabilistic
method PCR proposes a general framework that is based on
an adaptation of time series forecasting to predict the value
of the clock deviation at the current time based on a narrow
window of past events. Time series forecasting is a pow-
erful statistical technique that has been applied to provide
dynamic resource performance forecasts, such as TCP/IP
end–to–end throughput and latency, and quality–of–service
guarantees [25]. However, it has not been applied to our
context. The PCR method returns a time value, which is
probabilistically accurate, with constant time uncertainty.

Clearly there is a trade–off between accuracy and flexibility.
It is more flexible that the DCR method since it does not
assume a specific frequency in the clock synchronization (it
provides a time estimate with a constant time uncertainty
even when the sensor has ”skipped” more than 2 clock ad-
justments). Clearly, the DCR and the PCR methods can be
combined and work in synergy with a clock synchronization
protocol (such as [8] that works for sporadic clock synchro-
nization) to improve the clock accuracy. Our methods show
some attractive features for WSN: they are computationally
efficient, general, and simple to implement.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
compares related works and Section 3 presents our model
and the techniques used. We present in Section 4 our DCR
method and analyze it. Section 5 introduces our PCR method
based and analyzes it. Section 6 discusses future works.

2. RELATED WORKS
Clock synchronization protocols in WSN In the last
few years several clock synchronization protocols have been
proposed such as [10, 11, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13]. Among
these, some protocols [7] are based on the Reference Broad-
cast Synchronization (RBS) proposed by Elson et al. [10],
others on a hierarchical structure [2, 13], or very recently
on the interval–based paradigm [8, 9], originally introduced
by Marzullo and Owicki [17]. All of these proposals provide
time synchronization by periodically adjusting each clock to
its neighbors. As mentioned in the Introduction, our ap-
proach is very different since it does not synchronize the
sensor clock, but is designed to work between clock synchro-
nization. Therefore, it is not possible to compare our algo-
rithms to previous clock synchronization protocols, though
our methods must work in synergy with a clock synchro-
nization protocol.
Drift–based clock synchronization Improving the accu-
racy of a set of distributed clocks by exploiting information
related to their hardware drift rate is not a novel idea: for
instance, Schossmaier et al.[19] and NTP [22] include drift
information in their clock adjustments. Fetzer and Cristian
show in [16] how to build clocks with bounded drift rate
from components off–the–shell, and achieve high accuracy
by means of drift synchronized clocks. Their work is quite
close to our DCR method for analyzing the behavior of the
hardware drift rate, but diverges for its strong assumptions
(i.e. requiring hardware support). Our work diverges from
all previous proposals mainly for two reasons: 1) for exploit-
ing the global deviation of the clock, the deviation from the
reference time accumulated since the initial time, in contrast
with the hardware drift rate that captures the local speed of
the clock, and 2) for reducing the maximum error growth
ρ̂∆H between synchronization. As discussed in Section 4.2,
this novel prospective can lead to an improvement of the
Cristian and Fetzer [14] optimality result for external clock
synchronization.
Probabilistic approaches There are few protocols that
are probabilistic in nature: for instance, the probabilistic
remote clock reading protocol proposed by Cristian [15], or
Cristian and Fetzer probabilistic clock synchronization pro-
tocol [21]. Statistical techniques are also applied in NTP
[22] at synchronization time to compute an accurate ap-
proximation of the time based on the timestamps received
from the neighbors. Very recently Palchaundhuri et al [7]
have proposed a probabilistic protocol for WSN based on



the RBS, for energy efficiency. However, these approaches
diverge from ours for solving the clock synchronization prob-
lem.

Statistical techniques such as time series forecasting, has
been applied by Wolski [25] to provide dynamic resource
performance forecast, such as to predict the TCP/IP end–
to–end throughput and latency. We are not aware of any
probabilistic study on the clock deviation between synchro-
nization. Vernotte et al. [23] apply an auto–regressive linear
model to estimate the time uncertainty of the on–board os-
cillator for different type of noise. However, their target is
to determine how the maximum error is related to the noise
level of the clock in order to classify clocks.

3. PRELIMINARIES

3.1 Clock model
Each sensor node has access to a local hardware clock

whose clock function is denoted by H(t). Because of the
impressions of the oscillator, variations in the temperature,
pressure, and aging, a hardware clock can drift apart from
real time. The hardware drift rate function ρ(t), defined as
the first derivative of H(t) over the time minus 1, provides a
measure for the punctual variation of the clock speed. It is
common practice to assume a maximum drift rate ρ̂ for the
hardware clock. This implies that for any real time t1 < t2
the hardware clock function measures the passage of time in
[t1, t2] with an error of at most ρ̂(t2 − t1). That is,

(1− ρ̂)(t2 − t1) ≤ H(t2)−H(t1) ≤ (1 + ρ̂)(t2 − t1) (1)

For t1 = 0 and for a negligible initial error, this implies that
(1− ρ̂) t ≤ H(t) ≤ (1 + ρ̂) t.

As mentioned before, our algorithms exploits the behav-
ior of the deviation of the hardware clock from the real
time. The clock deviation function is denoted by D, it is
a function mapping real time values into reals and such that
D(t) = t−H(t) for each time t. Clearly, D(t) can grow un-
bounded with the time. It is useful for our further discussion
to write D(t) as D(t) = δ(t) t where δ(t) is a function similar
to ρ(t) and called cumulative hardware drift rate function.
Function δ maps real time values to real values in [−ρ̂, ρ̂],
and is such that δ(t) is the slope of the line passing through
the origin O and point H(t), minus 1. Figure 1 illustrates the
hardware clock function H(t) limited by the lines (1± ρ̂) t,
the cumulative drift at time τ and the hardware drift rate
ρ(τ). The dashed line bisector represents the reference time.

Notice that the cumulative drift provides information about
the clock deviation accumulated since its initial time, while
the hardware drift rate provides a local measure represent-
ing the speed of the clock at that time. Figure 1 shows
the difference between the two metric, the hardware drift
represents the slope of the tangent of the clock function
minus 1. The cumulative drift seems a more appropriate
metric for our study whose target is to improve the accu-
racy of the clock by exploiting past information on the its
deviation. The hardware clock function can be written as
H(t) = (1 + δ(t)) t , and |δ(t)| < ρ̂ by condition (1). The
relation between ρ(t) and δ(t) is provided by the equation

ρ(t) = dδ(t)
dt

t + δ(t).

3.2 The interval–based paradigm
We adopt the interval–based paradigm, originally pro-

posed by Marzullo and Owicki [17] and later refined by

t

T H(t)

τ

d
dt

H(τ)

(1 + δ(τ))t

(1− ρ̂)t

(1 + ρ̂)t

Figure 1: The hardware clock function H(t), the cu-
mulative drift δ(τ), and the hardware drift rate ρ(τ)
at time τ .

Shmidt and Shossmaier [20], for its advantages in WSN
over time estimates [8]. For instance, it allows to obtain
guaranteed bounds from sensor data fusion, and to enter
in a fail–safe state when the time uncertainty grows exces-
sively large. Each node maintains a virtual clock function
C(t) that is synchronized periodically, namely every Γ time
units, to a more accurate estimate of the current time. We
assume that the clock synchronization occurs at real time
t1, t2, . . . , ti, . . . with ti ≈ i Γ, and that clock C(t) is syn-
chronized at the ith synchronization to Ti (value obtained
by running a clock synchronization protocol among the sen-
sor neighbor or from a more accurate source) with maximum
inherited error ε. The time interval of clock C(t), denoted
by IC(t), is a function mapping real time values to clock
values and such that I(t) = [C(t) − E(t), C(t) + E(t)] for
each t ∈ [ti, ti+1), with C(t) = H(t) + (Ti − H(ti)) and
E(t) = ε + ρ̂(H(t)−H(ti)). A time interval IC(t) is correct
at time t if t ∈ IC(t). From now on we denote for simplic-
ity H(t) − H(ti) by ∆H, the time at which the last syn-
chronization occurred by ti, the error growth since its last
synchronization by ρ̂∆H, the maximum time uncertainty by
η = ε+ρ̂Γ, and the maximum hardware drift rate ρ̂ by ρ. We
neglect terms smaller than ρ2Γ. Clearly, if the time interval
between two synchronization increases, then the maximum
error bound E(t) exceeds η. Figure 2 illustrates the periodic
clock adjustments performed at time Γ, 2Γ and 3Γ.

T
ε

T + ∆H
ε + ρ∆Hmax error < η

time est.

3ΓΓ t2Γ

Figure 2: Periodic clock synchronization

3.3 Problem statement
Since the error bound E(t) grows with the time elapsed

since its last synchronization, our target is to provide a time
estimate with the same time uncertainty η in case the sensor
node is unable to synchronize its clock due to low–battery
or intermittent connectivity, or network partition or process



failures. Clearly, if the clock synchronization does not oc-

T

ε

T + ∆H

ε + ρ∆H > η

t

max error

Γ 2Γ 4Γ

time est.

Figure 3: Irregular clock synchronization

cur necessarily regularly, the time period between two con-
secutive synchronization [ti−1, ti] can vary. However, for
simplicity we assume that clock synchronization occur at a
regular basis in the WSN, and that therefore (ti − ti−1) is a
multiple of Γ. This assumption is reasonable in WSN since
sensors sleep most of the time to save energy battery. Figure
3 shows a scenario in which clock synchronization occur at
time Γ, 2Γ, and 4Γ and the time evaluation of t is requested
after more Γ time units since its last synchronization.

3.4 Time series forecasting
In this subsection we briefly review some basic concepts

on time series forecasting that will be applied in the PCR
method in Section 5. Time series seem to suit well our prob-
lem because of their temporality. We refer the reader to [24]
for further discussion on time series forecasting.
A time series is a set of observations xt, each one being
recorded at a specific time t. An important part of the anal-
ysis of the time series is the selection of a suitable probability
model for the data. To allow for the possibly unpredictable
nature of future observations, it is natural to suppose that
each observation xt is a realized value of a certain random
variable Xt (often denoted as X(t)).

Definition 1. A time series model for the observed data
{xt} is a specification of the joint distributions (or possibly
only the means and covariances) of the sequence of random
variables {Xt} of which {xt} is postulated to be a realization.

Clearly, if we wish to make predictions, then we must assume
that something does not vary with the time. Therefore, an
important step to time series modelling is to remove trend
and seasonal components to get a stationary time series (or
weakly stationary). Loosely speaking, a time series {Xt} is
stationary if it has statistical properties similar to those of
the time–shifted series {Xt+h} for each integer h. More pre-
cisely, {Xt} is weakly stationary if its mean function µX(t)
and its covariance function γX(t + h, t) are independent of t
for each h.

The class of linear time series model, which includes the
class of autoregressive moving–average (ARMA) models, pro-
vides a general framework for studying stationary processes.
The ARMA processes are defined by linear difference equa-
tions with constant coefficients. One of the key properties is
the existence and uniqueness of stationary solutions of the
defining equations.

Definition 2. {Xt} is an ARMA(p, q) process if {Xt} is
stationary and for every t,

Xt − φ1Xt−1 − . . .− φpXt−p = Zt + θ1Zt−1 + . . . + θqZt−q

where {Zt} ∼ WN(0, σ2) and the polynomials (1−φ1z−. . .−
φpzp) and (1− θ1z − . . .− θqz

q) have no common factors.

Notice that {Zt} is a series of uncorrelated random variables,
each with zero mean and σ2 variance. Such a sequence is

referred as white noise and denoted by WN(0, σ2). An au-
toregressive model of degree p, denoted by AR(p), is a par-
ticular type of ARMA model with q = 0. We will adopt this
model to predict the current deviation of the clock because
it is simpler, more efficient and therefore more suitable to
our discussion than general ARMA models.

4. A DETERMINISTIC CLOCK READING
METHOD

We propose here a deterministic clock reading method
that improves in most cases the accuracy of the time esti-
mate between synchronization by exploiting the sign of the
clock deviation at the last synchronization. More precisely,
the DCR method reduces by half the error growth since its
last synchronization. It is general and applicable to both
traditional networks and WSN, to improve the time accu-
racy. However, as discussed previously it has a bigger impact
in WSN due to its limited resources.

4.1 Method overview
Our DCR method is designed to reduce the maximum er-

ror growth ρ∆H between adjustments without the aid of
additional inputs. It is based on the observation that in-
creasing the inherited error ε by a quantity ρ∆H propor-
tional to its maximum drift rate leads to a conservative ap-
proach since it does not take into account any information
regarding the clock deviation or the drift rate. We show
here that such information can lead to a better accuracy. In
the interval–based paradigm, improving the time accuracy
is equivalent to reducing the size of the time interval I(t),
while maintaining its correctness. Our method is based on
the intuition that the composition of two clocks, one pro-
ceeding faster than the reference time and the other slower,
results in a more precise clock. Figure 4 illustrates that:
it shows the time interval of clock C(t) proceeding faster
than the real time, and the time interval of clock F (t) going
slower.

C(t)

F(t)

t

Figure 4: Intersection of time intervals IC(t) and
IF (t)

Clearly, the intersection of two correct time intervals, as
the one shown in Figure 4, is correct and it is smaller in
size than the previous intervals, and therefore more accu-
rate. Notice that it would be tempting to think that if a
clock C proceeds slower than the real time at time t, then
[C(t), C(t) + E(t)] is a correct time interval of t. In fact,
there are cases in which this does not hold due to the inher-
ited error and the variation of the hardware cumulative drift
in [ti, t]. These are some of the intuitions that has driven us
to study the sign of the cumulative drift and its variation



between two consecutive clock adjustments. The idea un-
derlying our algorithm is very simple: if the sensor detects
no variation in the sign of the cumulative drift since its last
clock adjustment, it computes an associate clock function F
proceeding in the opposite direction with respect to C(t),
and returns the time interval IC(t)∩ IF (t). This brings two
issues:

1. Detect the sign of the cumulative drift at ti and t,

2. Compute an associate clock function for C(t).

The first issue can be solved by simply comparing the value
of the hardware clock with the left and right side of the
time interval. Let us suppose that the last synchronization
occurred at time ti and that Ti is the accurate approxima-
tion of ti. Since the time interval of C(t) is correct at time
ti and t, if H(ti) > Ti + ε+ρ∆H (or H(ti) < Ti− ε−ρ∆H)
then the hardware clock is clearly faster than the real time
at ti and t. Notice that the fact that a sensor can detect
it at time ti is a feature of the DCR method which can be
applied to save energy, as show in Section 4.2. Notice that
the accuracy of this test improves with the time, and since
it exploits the clock deviation, paradoxically it works bet-
ter with cheap clocks such as in WSN. For instance, drifts
smaller than ρ

2
can be detected after 2ερ−1 time units, that

is less than 100 sec for ρ = 10−4 and ε = 5 msec.
The second issue is the most crucial for our DCR method.

Before computing our associate clock function we define the
clock properties that can lead to optimal accuracy. We de-
fine a class of clock functions AC,t called associate clock
functions of C(t) at time t.

Definition 3. F ∈ AC,t at time t ∈ [ti, ti+1) if satisfies
the following properties:

1. F is a clock function defined in [ti, ti+1) with ρ valid
upper bound for its cumulative drift at ti and t;

2. F (ti) = C(ti);

3. |F (t)− C(t)| ≥ ρ∆H.

Notice that condition 3 provides an upper bound ε + ρ∆H
for the size of the time interval IC(t)∩ IF (t), and condition
2 implies that clocks C(t) and F (t) have the same maximum
error E(t) = ε + ρ∆H in the interval [ti, ti+1).

The associate clock function of C(t) computed by our
DCR method is defined as followings:

A(t) :=

{
(1 + ρ)H(t) + γ − ρH(ti) for δ(ti), δ(t) ≤ 0
(1− ρ)H(t) + γ + ρH(ti) for δ(ti), δ(t) ≥ 0

where γ = Ti −H(ti) is a constant set at the last synchro-
nization.
Figure 5 illustrates the DCR method. Line (2) checks the
sign of the cumulative drift, and line (3) returns the mid-
point of the time interval IC(t)∩IF (t) representing the time
estimate, and its error bound.

The following lemmas prove the correctness of the DCR
method, they show that IC(t)∩IA(t) is a correct time inter-
val. The correctness of time interval IC(t) follows from the
drift bound ρ, condition (1) at Section 3.1, as shown in [17].

Lemma 1. If the sign of the cumulative drift remains un-
changed at time ti and t, then A(t) ∈ AC,t.

DCR(t ∈ (ti, ti+1))

1) err ← ε + ρ(H(t)−H(ti))
2) if (H(ti)− Ti > err) ∨ (H(ti)− Ti < −err)

3) return 〈A(t)+C(t)
2

, err
2
〉

Figure 5: The DCR method.

Proof. Let us suppose δ(ti), δ(t) ≥ 0. Since the cumu-
lative drift of A(t) is equal to δ(t) − ρ − ρδ(t) and δ(t) −
ρδ(t) > 0, then ρ is a valid bound for the cumulative drift
of A(t) at real time ti and t. Therefore, since C(ti) = A(ti)
and C(t) − A(t) = ρ∆H, then A(t) ∈ AC,t. Similarly, if
δ(ti), δ(t) ≤ 0.

Lemma 2. If the sign of the cumulative drift remains un-
changed at time ti and t, then DCR returns a correct esti-
mate of t with maximum error ε + ρ

2
∆H.

Remark A natural comment on the DCR method is that it
works only if the sign of the cumulative drift is unchanged.
Notice that since the hardware clock H(t) is undiscipline,
and the cumulative drift represents the deviation of the clock
in a global scale, its variations are minimal and decrease with
the time, in contrast with the drift rate that captures the
local clock behavior. In fact, the fluctuation of the drift
rate is larger in small intervals (i.e. seconds). We have
introduced the cumulative drift with this purpose.

4.2 Considerations
Our DCR method shows the following properties, partic-

ularly attractive for WSN.

• Generality and wide applicability It is important
to notice that our DCR method is not tight to a specific
hardware drift distribution, and works for any type of
hardware clocks. It assumes only a valid upper drift
bound ρ of the hardware clock (common assumption).
However, since our method exploits the clock deviation
it works better with cheap crystal clocks, such as sen-
sor clocks. Because of its generality and its different
view, our DCR method can be encapsulated in pre-
vious well–known clock synchronization protocols. In
traditional networks the DCR method can also coexist
with calibrated clocks [16] by replacing the hardware
clock function with a calibrated one to improve the
time accuracy.

• Efficiency and simplicity Computational and re-
source efficiency and simplicity in the implementation,
are critical in WSN for its limited resources.

The DCR method has the two main applications in WSN:

1. Save energy and improve network bandwidth:
after synchronizing its clock, a sensor node can decide
if to skip the following synchronization if its hardware
clock (undiscipline) deviates from the real time more
than ε + ρΓ.

2. Improve the time accuracy: it provides a way to
reduce the error growth by half.



Optimality bound It is interesting to see how it is possible
to lower the optimality bound for the external deviation of
a clock that is periodically adjusted, by strengthening the
clock model using information regarding the deviation of
the hardware clock. In [14] Fetzer and Cristian have showed
that the best maximum external deviation achievable by a
clock synchronized at least every Γ time units is equal to
∆ + Λ + ρΓ, where Λ is the remote reading error and ∆
the error performed by the reference source in reading the
reference time. The DCR method shows that refining the
hardware clock model by adding realistic information about
its behavior, can lead to a better time accuracy. This would
be particularly advantageous for WSN since would save en-
ergy and resources.

5. A PROBABILISTIC CLOCK READING
METHOD

5.1 Method overview
We propose here a general framework that provides a

probabilistic estimate of the time with uncertainty η = ε +
ρΓ, in case the sensor node ”skipped” few clock adjustments
due to intermittent connectivity or process failures or low–
energy. In the previous section we have proposed a deter-
ministic method that can be applied to refine the accuracy
of the clock reading by reducing the maximum error growth
ρ∆H by a factor 2. However, if ∆H > 2Γ the time uncer-
tainty exceeds the requested bound η, even when applying
the DCR method. Our PCR method provides a probabilistic
time estimate also in this case with time uncertainty η. It is
more flexible than the DCR method since it is independent
of the occurrences (maybe irregular) of the clock synchro-
nization. It predicts the current deviation of the clock based
on some past events by applying time series forecasting.

A straightforward solution is to consider a time series
{Xti} where Xti is the deviation D(ti) of the hardware
clock at the synchronization time ti. However, this approach
presents two main problems:

1. The time series {Xti} contains some trend, since the
deviation D(t) is proportional to the time t, and also
some seasonal component, due for instance to periodic
(daily) variations in the temperature.

2. The other problem is related with the intermittent
clock synchronization of the sensor node that does not
necessarily provide measures on the clock deviation at
regular intervals. This is a problem because time series
forecasting requires periodic observations.

The first problem can be overcome by differentiating data
and replacing the original time series {Xti} with i ≥ 0, with
{Ytj = Xtj −Xtj−1} with j ≥ 1. It is reasonable to assume
that the time series {Yti} is weakly stationary and with zero
mean. The second problem can be overcome by normalizing
the data series to variations occurred during Γ time units.
More precisely, if (ti − ti−1) = αiΓ, then Yti is a random
variable representing the average variation of the clock de-
viation during Γ time units in [ti−1, ti]. Therefore, yti that

is the observed value of Yti is equal to
D(ti)−D(ti−1)

αi
. To

simplify the notation, we denote sometimes by yi the ith

observation yti derived from the (i− 1)th and ith clock syn-
chronization. Figure 6 shows the clock deviation (its accu-
rate approximation) measured at the synchronization time

t2, t3, t4 and t5 and its variations y3, y4, y5 relative to the
intervals [t2, t3], [t3, t4], and [t4, t5]. Value t represents the
current reference time at which a time estimate is requested.

y3 y4 y5 yt

D(t2) D(t3) D(t4) D(t5)

tt2 t3 t4 t5t2 t3 t4 t5 t

Figure 6: Series of the observed values

Our target is to predict variable Yt, that is the average
variation of the clock deviation during Γ time units since
its last clock adjustment to provide a time estimate T =
Ti + ∆H − Yt

∆H
Γ

for time t ∈ (ti+1, ti) with uncertainty η.
Condition (1) at Section 3.1 provides a bound for Y (t), that
is −ρΓ ≤ Yt ≤ ρΓ.

5.2 Our probabilistic model
Clearly, there are different ways to model our problem us-

ing the framework sketched in the previous section. Because
of the limited resources of the sensors, we consider an au-
toregressive model, more precisely an AR(3) model in which
the prediction of a value depends on the last three observed
values, and with a Gaussian white noise. The choice of us-
ing this model and relying only on three values was driven
mainly by three factors crucial in a WSN:

• Computational efficiency. The coefficients of an AR
model are more efficient to compute than in a general
ARMA model. In addition, in an AR(3) model the
sensor needs to compute only three coefficients, and
therefore solves a linear system in three unknown.

• Memory saving. Relying on the last three observed
values not only improves the computational cost, but
also enhances the memory usage of the sensor, since it
needs to store only three observed values.

• Simplicity in the design and implementation, relevant
in WSN.

• An AR model with a Gaussian white noise allows to
derive strong properties for our time series, useful to
compute a bound for the error probability.

However, it is important to notice the inherent trade–off be-
tween efficiency, in terms of computational cost and memory,
and precision of the time estimate. Clearly, the time accu-
racy increases by using a higher number of observed values,
that is an AR(p) model with p > 3. We are currently evalu-
ating such a trade–off and the suitability of this model with
respect to others.
More precisely, we consider the following AR(3) model:

Y (t) = β1Y (t− 1) + β2Y (t− 2) + β3Y (t− 3) + b(ω)W

in which the prediction of Y (t) depends on the last three
observed values of {yt} obtained by the last four clock syn-
chronization. We denote by ti−3, ti−2, ti−1, and ti the time
at which the last four synchronization occurred. Therefore,
in our case Y (t − 1) refers to Yti , Y (t − 2) to Yti−1 , and
Y (t− 3) to Yti−2 . Clearly, the prediction Yt of the variation



of the clock deviation occurred in [ti, t], depends on its vari-
ation in [ti−1, ti], [ti−2, ti−1], and [ti−3, ti−2]. Notice that
b(ω)W is a Gaussian white noise of Y (t), with zero mean
and deviation equal to b(ω) with ω = t − ti. Intuitively,
since the forecasting does not occur at regular intervals, the
variations of the cumulative drift are more likely to occur as
the probability (and magnitude) of variations in the temper-
ature or pressure increase, and therefore as ω grows. This
does not affect the stationarity of the time series {Yt}. Since
b(ω) depends on the sensor clock (i.e. stability, thermic iso-
lation) and on the environmental fluctuations, it should be
tuned by the application. Our model allows us to derive
strong properties for the time series {Yt}, useful to compute
a bound for the error probability (see [24]).

5.3 PredictingY (t)

Our PCR method computes a prediction of Y (t) based on
the last three observed values of {yt}. To do this, we need to
compute β1, β2, β3, that is to find the linear combination of
the last three values that forecast Yt with minimum squared
error. Therefore, β1, β2, β3 corresponds to the coefficients of
the best linear predictor and are obtained by computing the
minimum of function

Q(β1, β2, β3) =

N∑
i=4

(yi − (β1yi−1 + β2yi−2 + β3yi−3))
2

with N the number of observations to consider. Therefore,
β1, β2, β3 are computed by solving the linear system of 3
linear equations in 3 unknown





δQ(β1,β2,β3)
δβ1

= 0
δQ(β1,β2,β3)

δβ2
= 0

δQ(β1,β2,β3)
δβ3

= 0

Clearly, for an accurate estimate of the coefficients β1, β2, β3,
the number N of observed values should be large (i.e Box
and Jenkins suggest more than 50). It is important to notice
that because of the limited resources, the sensor does not
maintain these values but the matrix 3 × 4 of the system
coefficients (see Fig 7:9).

5.4 The PCR method
The PCR method consists of two procedures:

• setV ariables(Ti, H(ti)) invoked at each clock synchro-
nization ti, with Ti accurate estimate of ti computed
by running a clock synchronization protocol,

• PCR(t) that returns an estimate of the current refer-
ence time.

Figure 7 illustrates setV ariable(), and Figure 8 function
PCR(t). The data structures used are the followings:

• an array y[0 .. 2] of records with two fields: y[j].val
representing the observed value yi−j relative to the
time interval [ti−j , ti−j−1] for j = 0, 1, 2, and y[j].m =
ti−j−ti−j−1

Γ
representing the times in which the sensor

was unable to get its clock synchronized;

• an integer matrix M = M(3× 4) of the coefficients of
the linear system.

Array y[0 .. 2] is updated every time the sensor clock is syn-
chronized (Fig 7:1–5), while M is updated until the number

setVariables(Ti, H(ti)):

1) y[1] ← y[2]
2) y[2] ← y[3]
3) y[3].val ← Ti −H(ti)− lastDev
4) lastDev ← Ti −H(ti)

5) y[3].m ← round(H(ti)−lastClock
Γ

)
6) lastClock ← H(ti)
7) N ← N + 1
8) if N < Ψ
9) updateMatrix()
10)else if N = Ψ
11) computeCoeff()

Figure 7: setVariables invoked at time ti.

of observed data is sufficiently reasonable to compute the
coefficients β1, β2, β3 (Fig 7: 9,11), that is until it reaches a
constant threshold Ψ.

PCR(t):

1) if N < Ψ
2) l ← y[1].m + y[2].m + y[3].m

3) β[1] ← 2
3
− y[1].m

l

4) β[2] ← 2
3
− y[2].m

l

5) β[3] ← 2
3
− y[3].m

l
6) dev ← β[1]y[1].val + β[1]y[2].val + β[1]y[3].val
7) ∆H ← H(t)− lastClock − dev
8) T ← Ti + ∆H − dev ∆H

Γ
9) return T

Figure 8: The PCR method.

In the initial phase coefficients β1, β2, β3 are set to be the
weights of the data yi, yi−1, yi−2 and are based on the accu-
racy of these observations. More precisely, if J = [ti, ti−3] is
the interval involved in the prediction, then y[1].val is given

weight w1 = 2
3
− ti−ti−1

ti−ti−3
, y[2].val weight w2 = 2

3
− ti−1−ti−2

ti−ti−3
,

and y[3].val weight w3 = 2
3
− ti−2−ti−3

ti−ti−3
(Fig 8:2–5), thus giv-

ing more weight to more accurate observations (with smaller
intervals). Clearly w1 + w2 + w3 = 1.

The following lemma provides a bound for the error prob-
ability of the time estimate T = PCR(t). It says that the
time interval [T−η, T +η] is correct with probability at least
1− 1

ζ2 provided b(ω) < ρΓ
ζ

.

Lemma 3. If b(ω) < ρΓ
ζ

then P ((T − t) > η) ≤ 1
ζ2

Proof. If the ARMA process is driven by a Gaussian
white noise, as in our case, then Y (t) has a normal distri-
bution N(λ, b(t)2) with λ = β1yi + β2yi−1 + β3yi−2, and
the bound for the error probability is obtained by applying
Chebychev inequality.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
We have studied the time synchronization problem from

a novel prospective that consists in improving the clock ac-



curacy between synchronization by exploiting global and
not local information regarding the behavior of the hard-
ware clock. This prospective has a noticeable impact on
WSN for their strong energy–efficiency, robustness and self–
configuration requirements. For instance, our DCR method
can be applied to WSN to reduce by a factor 2 the frequency
at which clock synchronization occur, with noticeable energy
and network bandwidth savings.

We have presented also a general probabilistic framework
based on time series forecasting and highly flexible. Both
approaches (sign–based and time–series–based) are novel,
and leave several issues opened both on the theoretical and
practical side. For instance, a refinement over the optimal-
ity bound by Fetzer and Cristian [14] obtained by means of
a stronger but realistic clock model. It is also very impor-
tant to evaluate our PCR framework through experiments
on sensor clocks under different conditions and verify the
suitability our model with respect to other statistical mod-
els. We are currently working on this.
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